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The NASA STI Program Office... in Profile
Since its founding, NASA has been dedicated
to the advancement of aeronautics and space
science. The NASA Scientific and Technical
Information (STI) Program Office plays a key
part in helping NASA maintain this important
role.
The NASA STI Program Office is operated by
Langley Research Center, the lead center for
NASA's scientific and technical information.
The NASA STI Program Office provides access
to the NASA STI Database, the largest collection
of aeronautical and space science STI in the
world. The Program Office is also NASA's
institutional mechanism for disseminating the
results of its research and development activities.
These results are published by NASA in the
NASA STI Report Series, which includes the
following report types:
TECHNICAL PUBLICATION. Reports of
completed research or a major significant
phase of research that present the results of
NASA programs and include extensive data or
theoretical analysis. Includes compilations of
significant scientific and technical data and
information deemed to be of continuing
reference value. NASA's counterpart of peer-
reviewed formal professional papers but has
less stringent limitations on manuscript length
and extent of graphic presentations.
TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM. Scientific
and technical findings that are preliminary or
of specialized interest, e.g., quick release
reports, working papers, and bibliographies
that contain minimal annotation. Does not
contain extensive analysis.
CONTRACTOR REPORT. Scientific and
technical findings by NASA-sponsored
contractors and grantees.
CONFERENCE PUBLICATION. Collected
papers from scientific and technical
conferences, symposia, seminars, or other
meetings sponsored or cosponsored by NASA.
SPECIAL PUBLICATION. Scientific,
technical, or historical information from
NASA programs, projects, and missions,
often concerned with subjects having
substantial public interest.
TECHNICAL TRANSLATION.
English-language translations of foreign
scientific and technical material pertinent to
NASA's mission.
Specialized services that complement the STI
Program Office's diverse offerings include
creating custom thesauri, building customized
databases, organizing and publishing research
results.., even providing videos.
For more information about the NASA STI
Program Office, see the following:
• Access the NASA STI Program Home Page at
http://www.sti.nasa.gov
• E-mail your question via the Internet to
help@sti.nasa.gov
• Fax your question to the NASA Access Help
Desk at (301) 621-0134
• Telephone the NASA Access Help Desk at
(301) 621-0390
Write to:
NASA Access Help Desk
NASA Center for AeroSpace Information
800 Elkridge Landing Road
Linthicum Heights, MD 21090-2934
Introduction
This supplemental issue of Aerospace Medicine and Biology, A Continuing Bibliography with
Indexes (NASA/SP--1998-7011) lists reports, articles, and other documents recently announced in
the NASA STI Database.
In its subject coverage, Aerospace Medicine and Biology concentrates on the biological, physiologi-
cal, psychological, and environmental effects to which humans are subjected during and following
simulated or actual flight in the Earth's atmosphere or in interplanetary space. References describing
similar effects on biological organisms of lower order are also included. Such related topics as sani-
tary problems, pharmacology, toxicology, safety and survival, life support systems, exobiology, and
personnel factors receive appropriate attention. Applied research receives the most emphasis, but
references to fundamental studies and theoretical principles related to experimental development
also qualify for inclusion.
Each entry in the publication consists of a standard bibliographic citation accompanied, in most
cases, by an abstract.
The NASA CASI price code table, addresses of organizations, and document availability informa-
tion are included before the abstract section.
Two indexes--subject and author are included after the abstract section.
SCAN Goes Electronic/
If you have electronic mail or if you can access the Internet, you can view biweekly issues of SCAN
from your desktop absolutely free!
Electronic SCAN takes advantage of computer technology to inform you of the latest worldwide,
aerospace-related, scientific and technical information that has been published.
No more waiting while the paper copy is printed and mailed to you. You can view Electronic SCAN
the same day it is released--up to 191 topics to browse at your leisure. When you locate a publication
of interest, you can print the announcement. You can also go back to the Electronic SCAN home page
and follow the ordering instructions to quickly receive the full document.
Start your access to Electronic SCAN today. Over 1,000 announcements of new reports, books, con-
ference proceedings, journal articles...and more--available to your computer every two weeks.
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For Internet access to E-SCAN, use any of the
following addresses:
http://www.stL nasaogov
ftp.sti.nasa.gov
gopher.sti.nasa.gov
To receive a free subscription, send e-mail for complete information about the service first. Enter
scan@sti.nasa.gov on the address line. Leave the subject and message areas blank and send. You
will receive a reply in minutes.
Then simply determine the SCAN topics you wish to receive and send a second e-mail to
listserve@sti.nasa.gov. Leave the subject line blank and enter a subscribe command in the message
area formatted as follows:
Subscribe <desired list> <Your name>
For additional information, e-mail a message to help@ sti.nasa.gov.
Phone: (301) 621-0390
Fax: (301) 621-0134
Write: NASA Access Help Desk
NASA Center for AeroSpace Information
800 Elkridge Landing Road
Linthicum Heights, MD 21090-2934
Looking just for Aerospace Medicine and Biology reports? ....... ....... ..........
========= =======
Although hard copy distribution has been discontinued, ........ ..........
still receive these vitalyou Can announcements through
your E-SCAN subscription. Just subscribe SCAN-AEROMED
in the message area of your e-mail to listserve@sti.nasa.gov.
Table of Contents
Records are arranged in categories 51 through 55, the Life Sciences division of STAR. Selecting a
category will link you to the collection of records cited in this issue pertaining to that category.
Life Sciences (Genera051
52
53
54
55
Aerospace @edicine 6
Includes physiological factors; biological effects of radiation; and effects of weightlessness
on man and animals.
Behavioral Sciences 11
Includes psychological factors; individual and group behavior; crew training and evaluation;
and psychiatric research.
Man/System Technology and Life Support 11
Includes human engineering; biotechnology; and space suits and protective clothing.
Space Biology N°A.
Includes exobiology; planetary biology; and extraterrestrial life.
 ndexes
Two indexes are available. You may use the find command under the tools menu while viewing the
PDF file for direct match searching on any text string. You may also view the indexes provided, for
searching on NASA Thesaurus subject terms and author names.
Subject Term mndex STq
Author Index PA-I
Selecting an index above will link you to that comprehensive listing.
Document Availability
Select Availability mnfo for important information about NASA Scientific and Technical Infor-
mation (STI) Program Office products and services, including registration with the NASA Center
for AeroSpace Information (CASI) for access to the NASA CASI TRS (Technical Report Server),
and availability and pricing information for cited documents.
The New NASA Video
Catalog is
To order your_
@
call the NASA Access Help Desk at
(301) 621-0390,
fax to
(301) 621-01 34,
e-mail to
help@sti.nasa.gov,
or visit the NASA STI Program
homepage at
http://www.sti_nasa_gov
(Select STI Program Bibliographic Announcements)
Explore the Universe]
Document AvailabiMity Information
The mission of the NASA Scientific and Technical (STI) Program Office is to quickly, efficiently,
and cost-effectively provide the NASA community with desktop access to STI produced by NASA
and the world's aerospace industry and academia. In addition, we will provide the aerospace
industry, academia, and the taxpayer access to the intellectual scientific and technical output and
achievements of NASA.
Eligibility and Registration for NASA STI Products and Services
The NASA STI Program offers a wide variety of products and services to achieve its mission. Your
affiliation with NASA determines the level and type of services provided by the NASA STI
Program. To assure that appropriate level of services are provided, NASA STI users are requested to
register at the NASA Center for AeroSpace Information (CASI). Please contact NASA CASI in one
of the following ways:
E-mail: help@ sti.nasa.gov
Fax: 301-621-0134
Phone: 301-621-0390
Mail: ATTN: Registration Services
NASA Center for AeroSpace Information
800 Elkridge Landing Road
Linthicum Heights, MD 21090-2934
Limited Reproducibility
In the database citations, a note of limited reproducibility appears if there are factors affecting the
reproducibility of more than 20 percent of the document. These factors include faint or broken type,
color photographs, black and white photographs, foldouts, dot matrix print, or some other factor that
limits the reproducibility of the document. This notation also appears on the microfiche header.
NASA Patents and Patent Applications
Patents and patent applications owned by NASA are announced in the STI Database. Printed copies
of patents (which are not microfiched) are available for purchase from the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office.
When ordering patents, the U.S. Patent Number should be used, and payment must be remitted in
advance, by money order or check payable to the Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks. Prepaid
purchase coupons for ordering are also available from the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
NASA patent application specifications are sold in both paper copy and microfiche by the NASA
Center for AeroSpace Information (CASI). The document ID number should be used in ordering
either paper copy or microfiche from CASI.
The patents and patent applications announced in the STI Database are owned by NASA and are
available for royalty-free licensing. Requests for licensing terms and further information should be
addressed to:
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Associate General Counsel for Intellectual Property
Code GP
Washington, DC 20546-0001
Sources for Documents
One or more sources from which a document announced in the STI Database is available to the
public is ordinarily given on the last line of the citation. The most commonly indicated sources and
their acronyms or abbreviations are listed below, with an Addresses of Organizations list near the
back of this section. If the publication is available from a source other than those listed, the publisher
and his address will be displayed on the availability line or in combination with the corporate source.
Avail:
Avail:
Avail:
Avail:
NASA CASI. Sold by the NASA Center for AeroSpace Information. Prices for hard copy
(HC) and microfiche (MF) are indicated by a price code following the letters HC or MF in
the citation. Current values are given in the NASA CASI Price Code Table near the end of
this section.
Note on Ordering Documents: When ordering publications from NASA CASI, use the document ID number
or other report number. It is also advisable to cite the title and other bibliographic identification.
SOD (or GPO). Sold by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
Office, in hard copy.
BLL (formerly NLL): British Library Lending Division, Boston Spa, Wetherby, Yorkshire,
England. Photocopies available from this organization at the price shown. (If none is given,
inquiry should be addressed to the BLL.)
DOE Depository Libraries. Organizations in U.S. cities and abroad that maintain
collections of Department of Energy reports, usually in microfiche form, are listed in
Energy Research Abstracts. Services available from the DOE and its depositories are
described in a booklet, DOE Technical Information Center--Its Functions and Services
(TID-4660), which may be obtained without charge from the DOE Technical Information
Center.
Avail:
Avail:
ESDU. Pricing information on specific data, computer programs, and details on ESDU
International topic categories can be obtained from ESDU International.
Fachinformationszentrum Karlsruhe. Gesellschaft fiir wissenschaftlich-technische
Information mbH 76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany.
Avail:
Avail:
Avail:
Avail:
Avail:
Avail:
Avail:
Avail:
HMSO. F'ublications of Her Majesty's Stationery Office are sold in the U.S. by Pendragon
House, Inc. (PHI), Redwood City, CA. The U.S. price (including a service and mailing
charge) is given, or a conversion table may be obtained from PHI.
Issuing Activity, or Corporate Author, or no indication of availability. Inquiries as to the
availability of these documents should be addressed to the organization shown in the
citation as the corporate author of the document.
NASA Public Document Rooms. Documents so indicated may be examined at or purchased
from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (JBD-4), Public Documents
Room (Room 1H23), Washington, DC 20546-0001, or public document rooms located at
NASA installations, and the NASA Pasadena Office at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
NTIS. Sold by the National Technical Information Service. Initially distributed microfiche
under the NTIS SRIM (Selected Research in Microfiche) are available. For information
concerning this service, consult the NTIS Subscription Section, Springfield, VA 22161.
Univ. Microfilms. Documents so indicated are dissertations selected from Dissertation
Abstracts and are sold by University Microfilms as xerographic copy (HC) and microfilm.
All requests should cite the author and the Order Number as they appear in the citation.
US Patent and Trademark Office. Sold by Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office, at the standard price of $1.50 each, postage free.
(US Sales Only). These foreign documents are available to users within the United States
from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS). They are available to users
outside the United States through the International Nuclear Information Service (IN1S)
representative in their country, or by applying directly to the issuing organization.
USGS. Originals of many reports from the U.S. Geological Survey, which may contain
color illustrations, or otherwise may not have the quality of illustrations preserved in the
microfiche or facsimile reproduction, may be examined by the public at the libraries of the
USGS field offices whose addresses are listed on the Addresses of Organizations page. The
libraries may be queried concerning the availability of specific documents and the possible
utilization of local copying services, such as color reproduction.
Addresses of Organizations
British Library Lending Division
Boston Spa, Wetherby, Yorkshire
England
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
Washington, DC 20231
Department of Energy
Technical Information Center
RO. Box 62
Oak Ridge, TN 37830
European Space Agency-
Information Retrieval Service ESRIN
Via Galileo Galilei
00044 Frascati (Rome) Italy
ESDU International
27 Corsham Street
London
N1 6UA
England
Fachinformationszentrum Kaflsmhe
Gesellschaft fiir wissenschaftlich-technische
Information mbH
76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany
Her Majesty's Stationery Office
RO. Box 569, S.E. 1
London, England
NASA Center for AeroSpace Information
800 Elkridge Landing Road
Linthicum Heights, MD 21090-2934
(NASA STI Lead Center)
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Scientific and Technical Information Program Office
Langley Research Center- MS 157
Hampton, VA 23681
National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, VA 22161
Pendragon House, Inc.
899 Broadway Avenue
Redwood City, CA 94063
Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
University Microfilms
A Xerox Company
300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
University Microfilms, Ltd.
Tylers Green
London, England
U.S. Geological Survey Library National Center
MS 950
12201 Sunrise Valley Drive
Reston, VA 22092
U.S. Geological Survey Library
2255 North Gemini Drive
Flagstaff, AZ 86001
U.S. Geological Survey
345 Middlefield Road
Menlo Park, CA 94025
U.S. Geological Survey Library
Box 25046
Denver Federal Center, MS914
Denver, CO 80225
NASA CASI Price Code Table
(Effective July 1, 1996)
CASI NORTH
PRICE AMERICAN FOREIGN
CODE PRICE PRICE
A01 $ 6.50 $13.00
A02 10.00 20.00
A03 19.50 39.00
A04-A05 21.50 43.00
A06 25.00 50.00
A07 28.00 56.00
A08 31.00 62.00
A09 35.00 70.00
A10 38.00 76.00
All 41.00 82.00
A12 44.00 88.00
A13 47.00 94.00
A14-A17 49.00 98.00
A18-A21 57.00 114.00
A22-A25 67.00 134.00
A99 Call For Price Call For Price
Important Notice
The $1.50 domestic and $9.00 foreign shipping and handling fee currently being charged will remain
the same. Foreign airmail is $27.00 for the first 1-3 items, $9.00 for each additional item. Additional-
ly, a new processing fee of $2.00 per each video ordered will be assessed.
For users registered at the NASA CASI, document orders may be invoiced at the end of the month,
charged against a deposit account, or paid by check or credit card. NASA CASI accepts American
Express, Diners' Club, MasterCard, and VISA credit cards. There are no shipping and handling
charges. To register at the NASA CASI, please request a registration form through the NASA Access
Help Desk at the numbers or addresses below.
Return Policy
The NASA Center for AeroSpace Information will gladly replace or make full refund on items you
have requested if we have made an error in your order, if the item is defective, or if it was received in
damaged condition and you contact us within 30 days of your original request. Just contact our
NASA Access Help Desk at the numbers or addresses listed below.
NASA Center for AeroSpace Information
800 Elkridge Landing Road
Linthicum Heights, MD 21090-2934
E-mail: help@ sti.nasa.gov
Fax: (301) 621-0134
Phone: (301) 621-0390
Rev. 6/96
Federal Depository Library Program
In order to provide the general public with greater access to U.S. Government publications, Congress
established the Federal Depository Library Program under the Government Printing Office (GPO),
with 53 regional depositories responsible for permanent retention of material, inter-library loan, and
reference services. At least one copy of nearly every NASA and NASA-sponsored publication,
either in printed or microfiche format, is received and retained by the 53 regional depositories. A list
of the Federal Regional Depository Libraries, arranged alphabetically by state, appears at the very
end of this section. These libraries are not sales outlets. A local library can contact a regional
depository to help locate specific reports, or direct contact may be made by an individual.
Public Collection of NASA Documents
An extensive collection of NASA and NASA-sponsored publications is maintained by the British
Library Lending Division, Boston Spa, Wetherby, Yorkshire, England for public access. The British
Library Lending Division also has available many of the non-NASA publications cited in the STI
Database. European requesters may purchase facsimile copy or microfiche of NASA and
NASA-sponsored documents FIZ-Fachinformation Karlsruhe-Bibliographic Service, D-76344
Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany and TIB-Technische Informationsbibliothek, RO. Box
60 80, D-30080 Hannover, Germany.
Submitting Documents
All users of this abstract service are urged to forward reports to be considered for announcement in
the STI Database. This will aid NASA in its efforts to provide the fullest possible coverage of all
scientific and technical publications that might support aeronautics and space research and
development. If you have prepared relevant reports (other than those you will transmit to NASA,
DOD, or DOE through the usual contract- or grant-reporting channels), please send them for
consideration to:
ATTN: Acquisitions Specialist
NASA Center for AeroSpace Information
800 Elkridge Landing Road
Linthicum Heights, MD 21090-2934.
Reprints of journal articles, book chapters, and conference papers are also welcome.
You may specify a particular source to be included in a report announcement if you wish; otherwise
the report will be placed on a public sale at the NASA Center for AeroSpace Information.
Copyrighted publications will be announced but not distributed or sold.
Federal Regional Depository Libraries
ALABAMA
AUBURN UNIV. AT MONTGOMERY
LIBRARY
Documents Dept.
7300 University Dr.
Montgomery, AL 36117-3596
(205) 244-3650 Fax: (205) 244-0678
UNIV. OF ALABAMA
Amelia Gayle Gorgas Library
Govt. Documents
P.O. Box 870266
Tuscaloosa, AL 35487-0266
(205) 348-6046 Fax: (205) 348-0760
ARIZONA
DEPT. OF LIBRARY, ARCHIVES,
AND PUBLIC RECORDS
Research Division
Third Floor, State Capitol
1700 West Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007
(602) 542-3701 Fax: (602) 542-4400
ARKANSAS
ARKANSAS STATE LIBRARY
State Library Service Section
Documents Service Section
One Capitol Mall
Little Rock, AR 72201-1014
(501) 682-2053 Fax: (501) 682-1529
CALIFORNIA
CALIFORNIA STATE LIBRARY
Govt. Publications Section
P.O. Box 942837 - 914 Capitol Mall
Sacramento, CA 94337-0091
(916) 654-0069 Fax: (916) 654-0241
COLORADO
UNIV. OF COLORADO - BOULDER
Libraries - Govt. Publications
Campus Box 184
Boulder, CO 80309-0184
(303) 492-8834 Fax: (303) 492-1881
DENVER PUBLIC LIBRARY
Govt. Publications Dept. BSG
1357 Broadway
Denver, CO 80203-2165
(303) 640-8846 Fax: (303) 640-8817
CONNECTICUT
CONNECTICUT STATE LIBRARY
231 Capitol Avenue
Hartford, CT 06106
(203) 566-4971 Fax: (203) 566-3322
FLORIDA
UNIV. OF FLORIDA LIBRARIES
Documents Dept.
240 Library West
Gainesville, FL 32611-2048
(904) 392-0366 Fax: (904) 392-7251
GEORGIA
UNIV. OF GEORGIA LIBRARIES
Govt. Documents Dept.
Jackson Street
Athens, GA 30602-1645
(706) 542-8949 Fax: (706) 542-4144
HAWAII
UNIV. OF HAWAII
Hamilton Library
Govt. Documents Collection
2550 The Mall
Honolulu, HI 96822
(808) 948-8230 Fax: (808) 956-5968
IDAHO
UNIV. OF IDAHO LIBRARY
Documents Section
Rayburn Street
Moscow, ID 83844-2353
(208) 885-6344 Fax: (208) 885-6817
ILLINOIS
ILLINOIS STATE LIBRARY
Federal Documents Dept.
300 South Second Street
Springfield, IL 62701-1796
(217) 782-7596 Fax: (217) 782-6437
INDIANA
INDIANA STATE LIBRARY
Serials/Documents Section
140 North Senate Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46204-2296
(317) 232-3679 Fax: (317) 232-3728
IOWA
UNIV. OF IOWA LIBRARIES
Govt. Publications
Washington & Madison Streets
Iowa City, IA 52242-1166
(319) 335-5926 Fax: (319) 335-5900
KANSAS
UNIV. OF KANSAS
Govt. Documents & Maps Library
6001 Malott Hall
Lawrence, KS 66045-2800
(913) 864-4660 Fax: (913) 864-3855
KENTUCKY
UNIV. OF KENTUCKY
King Library South
Govt. Publications/Maps Dept.
Patterson Drive
Lexington, KY 40506-0039
(606) 257-3139 Fax: (606) 257-3139
LOUISIANA
LOUISIANA STATE UNIV.
Middleton Library
Govt. Documents Dept.
Baton Rouge, LA 70803-3312
(504) 388-2570 Fax: (504) 388-6992
LOUISIANA TECHNICAL UNIV.
Prescott Memorial Library
Govt. Documents Dept.
Ruston, LA 71272-0046
(318) 257-4962 Fax: (318) 257-2447
MAINE
UNIV. OF MAINE
Raymond H. Fogler Library
Govt. Documents Dept.
Orono, M E 04469-5729
(207) 581-1673 Fax: (207) 581-1653
MARYLAND
UNIV. OF MARYLAND - COLLEGE PARK
McKeldin Library
Govt. Documents/Maps Unit
College Park, MD 20742
(301) 405-9165 Fax: (301) 314-9416
MASSACHUSE'I-I'S
BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY
Govt. Documents
666 Boylston Street
Boston, MA 02117-0286
(617) 536-5400, ext. 226
Fax: (617) 536-7758
MICHIGAN
DETROIT PUBLIC LIBRARY
5201 Woodward Avenue
Detroit, MI 48202-4093
(313) 833-1025 Fax: (313) 833-0156
LIBRARY OF MICHIGAN
Govt. Documents Unit
P.O. Box 30007
717 West Allegan Street
Lansing, MI 48909
(517) 373-1300 Fax: (517) 373-3381
MINNESOTA
UNIV. OF MINNESOTA
Govt. Publications
409 Wilson Library
309 19th Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55455
(612) 624-5073 Fax: (612) 626-9353
MISSISSIPPI
UNIV. OF MISSISSIPPI
J.D. Williams Library
106 Old Gym Bldg.
University, MS 38677
(601) 232-5857 Fax: (601) 232-7465
MISSOURI
UNIV. OF MISSOURI - COLUMBIA
106B Ellis Library
Govt. Documents Sect.
Columbia, MO 65201-5149
(314) 882-6733 Fax: (314) 882-8044
MONTANA
UNIV. OF MONTANA
Mansfield Library
Documents Division
Missoula, MT 59812-1195
(406) 243-6700 Fax: (406) 243-2060
NEBRASKA
UNIV. OF NEBRASKA - LINCOLN
D.L. Love Memorial Library
Lincoln, NE 68588-0410
(402) 472-2562 Fax: (402) 472-5131
NEVADA
THE UNIV. OF NEVADA
LIBRARIES
Business and Govt. Information
Center
Reno, NV 89557-0044
(702) 784-6579 Fax: (702) 784-1751
NEW JERSEY
NEWARK PUBLIC LIBRARY
Science Div. - Public Access
P.O. Box 630
Five Washington Street
Newark, NJ 07101-7812
(201) 733-7782 Fax: (201) 733-5648
NEW MEXICO
UNIV. OF NEW MEXICO
General Library
Govt. Information Dept.
Albuquerque, NM 87131-1466
(505) 277-5441 Fax: (505) 277-6019
NEW MEXICO STATE LIBRARY
325 Don Gaspar Avenue
Santa Fe, NM 87503
(505) 827-3824 Fax: (505) 827-3888
NEW YORK
NEW YORK STATE LIBRARY
Cultural Education Center
Documents/Gift & Exchange Section
Empire State Plaza
Albany, NY 12230-0001
(518) 474-5355 Fax: (518) 474-5786
NORTH CAROLINA
UNIV. OF NORTH CAROLINA -
CHAPEL HILL
Walter Royal Davis Library
CB 3912, Reference Dept.
Chapel Hill, NO 27514-8890
(919) 962-1151 Fax: (919) 962-4451
NORTH DAKOTA
NORTH DAKOTA STATE UNIV. LIB.
Documents
P.O. Box 5599
Fargo, N D 58105-5599
(701) 237-8886 Fax: (701) 237-7138
UNIV. OF NORTH DAKOTA
Chester Fritz Library
University Station
P.O. Box 9000 - Centennial and
University Avenue
Grand Forks, ND 58202-9000
(701) 777-4632 Fax: (701) 777-3319
OHIO
STATE LIBRARY OF OHIO
Documents Dept.
65 South Front Street
Columbus, OH 43215-4163
(614) 644-7051 Fax: (614) 752-9178
OKLAHOMA
OKLAHOMA DEPT. OF LIBRARIES
U.S. Govt. Information Division
200 Northeast 18th Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73105-3298
(405) 521-2502, ext. 253
Fax: (405) 525-7804
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV.
Edmon Low Library
Stillwater, OK 74078-0375
(405) 744-6546 Fax: (405) 744-5183
OREGON
PORTLAND STATE UNIV.
Branford P. Millar Library
934 Southwest Harrison
Portland, OR 97207-1151
(503) 725-4123 Fax: (503) 725-4524
PENNSYLVANIA
STATE LIBRARY OF PENN,
Govt. Publications Section
116 Walnut & Commonwealth Ave.
Harrisburg, PA 17105-1601
(717) 787-3752 Fax: (717) 783-2070
SOUTH CAROLINA
CLEMSON UNIV.
Robert Muldrow Cooper Library
Public Documents Unit
P.O. Box 343001
Clemson, SO 29634-3001
(803) 656-5174 Fax: (803) 656-3025
UNIV. OF SOUTH CAROLINA
Thomas Cooper Library
Green and Sumter Streets
Columbia, SO 29208
(803) 777-4841 Fax: (803) 777-9503
TENNESSEE
UNIV. OF MEMPHIS LIBRARIES
Govt. Publications Dept.
Memphis, TN 38152-0001
(901) 678-2206 Fax: (901) 678-2511
TEXAS
TEXAS STATE LIBRARY
United States Documents
P.O. Box 12927- 1201 Brazos
Austin, TX 78701-0001
(512) 463-5455 Fax: (512) 463-5436
TEXAS TECH. UNIV. LIBRARIES
Documents Dept.
Lubbock, TX 79409-0002
(806) 742-2282 Fax: (806) 742-1920
UTAH
UTAH STATE UNIV.
Merrill Library Documents Dept.
Logan, UT 84322-3000
(801) 797-2678 Fax: (801) 797-2677
VIRGINIA
UNIV. OF VIRGINIA
Alderman Library
Govt. Documents
University Ave. & McCormick Rd.
Charlottesville, VA 22903-2498
(804) 824-3133 Fax: (804) 924-4337
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON STATE LIBRARY
Govt. Publications
P.O. Box 42478
16th and Water Streets
Olympia, WA 98504-2478
(206) 753-4027 Fax: (206) 586-7575
WEST VIRGINIA
WEST VIRGINIA UNIV. LIBRARY
Govt. Documents Section
P.O. Box 6069 - 1549 University Ave.
Morgantown, WV 26506-6069
(304) 293-3051 Fax: (304) 293-6638
WISCONSIN
ST. HIST. SOC. OF WISCONSIN
LIBRARY
Govt. Publication Section
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@ i997(_{_(_1126 NASA Langley Research Center, Hampton, VA USA
0 Wa_er "l'_m_e| Flow Vis_M_zafi_m S_dy Tl_ro_gh Pos_s_all _ff 12 N_vel Planform Shapes
O Gatlin, Gregory M., NASA Langley Research Center, USA Neuhart, Dan H., Lockheed Engineering and Sciences Co., USA;
O Mar. 1996; 130p; In English
O Contract(s)/Grant(s): RTOP 505-68-70-04
O Report No(s): NASA-TM-4663; NAS 1.15:4663; L-17418; No Copyright; Avail: CASI; A07, Hardcopy; A02, Microfiche
@ To determine the flow field characteristics of 12 plmlform geometries, a flow visualization investigation was conducted
in the Langley 16- by 24-Inch Water Tunnel. Concepts studied included flat plate representations of diamond wings, twin
bodies, double wings, cutout wing configurations, and serrated forebodies. The off-surface flow patterns were identified by
injecting colored dyes from the model surface into the free-stream flow. These dyes generally were injected so that the local-
ized vortical flow patterns were visualized. Photographs were obtained for angles of attack ranging from 10' to 50', and all
investigations were conducted at a test section speed of 0.25 ft per sec. Results from the investigation indicate that the forma-
tion of strong vortices on highly swept forebodies can improve poststall lift characteristics; however, the asymmetric bursting
of these vortices could produce substantial control problems. A wing cutout was fomld to significantly alter the position of
the forebody vortex on the wing by shifting the vortex inboard. Serrated forebodies were found to effectively generate multi-
ple vortices over the configuration. Vortices from 65' swept forebody serrations tended to roll together, while vortices from
40' swept serrations were more effective in generating additional lift caused by their more independent nature.
0 Author
0 Water Tunnel Tests," Flow Visualization; Flow Distribution; Free Flow," Planforms; Wing Profiles," Aerodynamic
Configurations
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99g_0_073 Oak Ridge National Lab., TN USA
In sil_ gIobal method |k_r meas_remenl (ff oxygen demand and mass _rar_sfer
Klasson, K. T., Oak Ridge National Lab., USA; Lundbaeck, K. M. O., Arkansas Univ., USA; Clausen, E. C., Arkansas Univ., USA;
Gaddy, J. L., Arkansas Univ., USA; [1997]; 13p; In English; 19th; Symposium on Biotechnology for Fuels and Chemicals, 4-8
May 1997, Colorado Springs, CO, USA
Contract(s)/Grant(s): DE-AC05-96OR-22464
Report No.(s): CONF-9705112-1; DE97-005994; No Copyright; Avail: Issuing Activity (Natl Technical Information Service
(NTIS)), Microfiche
Two aerobic microorganisms, Saccharomycopsis lipolytica mad Brevibacterium lactofermentum, have been used in a study
of mass transfer and oxygen uptake from a global perspective using a closed gas system. Oxygen concentrations in the gas and
liquid were followed using oxygen electrodes, and the results allowed for easy calculation of in situ oxygen transport. The cell
yields on oxygen for S. lipolytica mad B. lactofermentum were 1.01 mad 1.53 g/g respectively. The mass transfer coefficient was
estimated as 10 h(sup (minus)I) at 500 rpm for both fermentations. The advantages with this method are noticeable since the use
of model systems may be avoided, and the in situ measurements of oxygen demand assure reliable data for scale-up.
DOE
Microorganisms; Gas Exchange
995_(_0(_094 Arizona Univ., Optical Sciences Center, Tucson, AZ USA
Op_ica_ _emory Poten_ia_ o| °Pho_oactive Yellow Protei_ Final Rep_rt, Nov. 199_5 =Jun° 1996
Gibbs, H., Arizona Univ., USA; Klfitrova, G., Arizona Univ., USA; Meyer, T., Arizona Univ., USA; Tollin, G., Arizona Univ.,
USA; Cusanovich, M., Arizona Univ., USA; Jun. 1997; 28p; In English
Contract(s)/Grant(s): F30602-95-C-0100; AF Proj. 4594
Report No.(s): AD-A329466; RL-TR-97-24; No Copyright; Avail: CASI; A03, Hardcopy; A01, Microfiche
This contract targeted improved growth of photoactive yellow protein (PYP) and evaluation of its optical signal processing
capabilities. The growth experiments were highly successful. Ectothiorhodopsin halophila bacteria were grown and plenty of PYP
isolated for the optical experiments. Then recombinant wild-type aop-protein was grown in E. coli and purified; the chromophore
was activated as the thiophenol ester which is very reactive with apo-protein. The reconstituted protein has properties indistin-
guishable from native protein. Much larger quantities of reconstituted recombinant protein can now be made in E. coli in a shorter
period of time than when native protein was prepared in E. halophila. This success has made it possible to make mutants and pro-
teins with variant chromophores, resulting in shifts in the absorption maximum and changes in the photocycle kinetics. These
studies are at an early stage and should eventually lead to protein tailored to meet the requirements of photochemical device.
DTIC
Optical Memory (Data Storage); Proteins; Optical Data Processing; Bacteria
99$f_@g_278 Creighton Univ., Dept. of Biomedical Sciences, Omaha, NE USA
Effects o| °Weightlessness o_ Vestibu_a_ +l)eveh_pment o| °Q_ai_
Fritzsch, Bernd, Creighton Univ., USA; Bruce, Laura L., Creighton Univ., USA; 1997; 16p; In English
Contract(s)/Grant(s): NAG2-1003
Report No.(s): NASA/CR-97-206380; NAS 1.26:206380; No Copyright; Avail: CASI; A03, Hardcopy; A01, Microfiche
Thelackofgravityisknowntoaltervestibularresponsesindevelopingandadultvertebrates.Onecauseofthesealtered
responsesmaybechangesintheconnectionsbetweenthevestibularreceptorandthebrain.Thereforeweproposetoinvestigate
theeffectsofgravityontheformationsofconnectionsbetweenthegravityreceptorsoftheearandthebrainindevelopingquail
incubatedinspacebeginningatanagebeforetheseconnectionsareestablished(incubationdaythree)untilnearthetimeofhatch-
ing,whentheyaretosomextentfunctional.Thisinvestigationwillmakeuseofanoveltechnique,thediffusionofalipophilic
dye,DiI,hafixedtissue.Thistechniquecanthusbeusedtoanalyzetheconnectionsha pecimensfixedinorbit,thuseliminating
changesduetotheearth'sgravity.Theevaluationfthedatawillenableustodetectgrossdeviationsfromnormalpatternsaswell
asdetailedquantitatived viations.
Author
Vertebrates; Gravitational Effects; Brain; Vestibules; Weightlessness; Gravitation
_99g_32_ Engineering and Economics Research, Inc., Vienna, VA USA
Symp_si_H_ on Career ()pp_rtuui_ies i_ l_iomedical and Public HealtI_ Sciences Final Repor¢
Sullivan, Walter W., Engineering and Economics Research, Inc., USA; Jul. 28, 1997; llp; In English; Symposium on Career
Opportunities in Biomedical and Public Health Sciences, Houston, TX, USA
Contract(s)/Grant(s): NAG9-932
Report No.(s): NASA/CR-97-206155; NAS 1.26:206155; No Copyright; Avail: CASI; A03, Hardcopy; A01, Microfiche
The goal of the Symposium on Career Opportunities in Biomedical and Public Health Sciences is to encourage minority colle-
giate mad junior mad senior high school students to pursue careers ha biomedical and public health sciences. The objectives of the
Symposium are to: (1) Provide information to participants concerning biomedical and public health science careers in govern-
ment, academe and industry; (2) Provide information to minority students about training activities necessary to pursue a biomedi-
cal or public health science career mad the fiscal support that one can obtain for such training; mad (3) Provide opportmfities for
participating minority biomedical and public health role models to interact with participants.
Derived from text
Public Health; Medical Science; Occupation
Imaging neurotra_smitter uptake and dep|etion in astrocytes
Tan, Weihong, Iowa State Univ., USA; Haydon, Philip G.; Yeung, Edward S.; Applied Spectroscopy; August, 1997; ISSN
0003-7028; vol. Volume 51, no. no. 8, pp. 1139-1143; In English; Copyright; Avail: Issuing Activity
An ultraviolet (UV) laser-based optical microscope and charge-coupled device (CCD) detection system was used to obtain
chemical images of biological cells. Subcellular structures can be easily seen in both optical mad fluorescence images. Laser-in-
duced native fluorescence detection provides high sensitivity and low limits of detection, and it does not require coupling to fluo-
rescent dyes. We were able to quantitatively monitor serotonin that has been taken up into and released from individual astrocytes
on the basis of its native fluorescence. Different regions of the cells took up different amounts of serotonin with a variety of uptake
kinetics. Similarly, we observed different serotonin depletion dynamics in different astrocyte regions. There were also some astro-
cyte areas where no serotonin uptake or depletion was observed. Potential applications include the mapping of other biogenic
species in cells as well as the ability to image their release from specific regions of cells in response to external stimuli.
Author (EI)
Cells (Biology); Imaging Techniques; Optical Microscopes; Molecular Structure; Fluorescence; Dyes
_998_ [63_
In sit_ dechlori_al_o_
Becvar, Erica S. K., Applied Research Associates Inc.; Vogel, Catherine M.; Sewell, Guy; Magar, Victor S.; Military Engineer;
August-September, 1997; ISSN 0026-3982; vol. Volume 89, no. no. 586, pp. 60-61; In English; Copyright; Avail: Issuing Activity
The Air Force's Armstrong Laboratory (AL/EQ), the Navy, the EPA, Cornell University, Battelle Memorial Institute, and
a contractor formed a multifaceted partnership that promises a major breakthrough ha ha situ remediation of chlorinated solvent-
contaminated soils. This effort aims to validate enhanced in situ reductive declflorination in the field. A detailed understanding
of the process will lead to more efficient, cost-effective, and reliable strategies for bioremediating PCE and related compotmds.
Further, it will lead to a protocol which to guide the application of enhanced in situ reductive dechlorination.
EI
Acceptor Materials; Donor Materials; Electron Transfer; Biodegradation; Soh,ents; Chlorination; Pollution Control; SOils;
Ground Water; Water Pollution
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1199,g_0_669
Studyofd_agr_o_scriteriaforpath(_og_ca|t_ssues by _aser=_d_ced _(wesceace
Lin, Meirong, Nankai Univ., China; Lu, Zhengrong; Fang, Fang; Li, Jia; Zhang, Baozheng; Applied Spectroscopy; August, 1997;
ISSN 0003-7028; vol. Volume 51, no. no. 8, pp. 1113-1117; In English; Copyright; Avail: Issuing Activity
It has been confirmed that the differences in fluorescence spectra of normal and pathological biotissues can be used as a sensi-
tive and nondestructive diagnostic probe. However, experiments show that not only are the fluorescence spectral features of differ-
ent tissues very different but the features of the same tissue under different detection conditions are different too. Therefore, the
diagnosis criteria of pathological tissues must be changed in accordance with different spectral features. In this paper, several diag-
nosis methods using native fluorescence characteristics of biotissues given in existing reports are analyzed. With the fourth har-
monic at 266 nm of a Q-switched YAG laser as an excitation source, laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) spectra of native human
normal and pathological breast and blood vessel tissues in vitro were measured and studied. According to their spectral character-
istics, two diagnosis criteria are suggested: by the fluorescence intensity ratios at several specific wavelengtlrs, cancerous (with
p less than 0.001) and benign tumor (p less than 0.005) can be distinguished from the normal tissue; by the fluorescence intensity
ratios of the two main peaks, atherosclerotic plague and thrombus (both with p less than 0.005) can be distinguished from normal
blood vessel. In order to make comparisons with the results from human cancerous breast tissues, spectra of a model mouse were
also observed.
Author (EI)
Laser Induced Fluorescence; Tissues (Biology); Fluorescence; Medical Services; Q Switched Lasers; Diagnosis
:199,g000 _g28
Concentrat_(_n (ff I_ot-ar_d=mo_lh disease v_rus by _llra_llrafi(_n
Adikane, H. V., Natl. Chemical Lab., India; Nene, S. N.; Kulkami, S. S.; Baxi, P. U.; Khatpe, D. S.; Aphale, E A.; Journal of Mem-
brane Science; August 20, 1997; ISSN 0376-7388; vol. Volume 132, no. no. 1, pp. 91-96; In English; Copyright; Avail: Issuing
Activity
Stirred cell, flat sheet and spiral configurations were used to concentrate foot-and-moufl_ disease virus fermentation broth.
The initial screening was carried out in a stirred cell using 50-300 k MWCO ultrafiltration membranes made of different polymers.
Acrylate membrane showed highest recovery. No significant effect of MWCO and polymer material was observed on operating
fluxes. Flat sheet configuration studies indicated as the CFR increases the recovery increased. No significant change was observed
in operating fluxes over seven successive concentration and cleaning cycles. 97% recovery was obtained with the spiral module.
Negligible effect on operating fluxes was observed over six successive cycles. A $APEQ 30% saving in process time was observed
in comparison with the conventional sedimentation process.
Author (EI)
Viruses; Membranes; Acrylic Resins
1998_g_ 1922
Effect of medici_al pla_ts o_ the crys_alfizafio_ (ff cho_es_ero|
Saraswathi, N. T., Anna Univ., India; Gnanam, E D.; Journal of Crystal Growth; August 11, 1997; ISSN 0022-0248; vol. Volume
179, no. no. 3-4, pp. 611-617; In English; Copyright; Avail: Issuing Activity
One of the least desirable calcifications in the human body is the mineral deposition in atherosclerosis plaques. These plaques
principally consist of lipids such as cholesterol, cholesteryl esters, phospholipids and triglycerides. Chemical analysis of advanced
plaques have shown the presence of considerable amounts of free cholesterol identified as cholesterol monohydrate crystals. Cho-
lesterol has been crystallized in vitro. The extracts of some of the Indian medicinal plants detailed below were used as additives
to study their effect on the crystallization behavior of cholesterol. It has been found that many of the herbs have inhibitory effect
on the crystallization such as nucleation, crystal size and habit modification. The inhibitory effect of the plants are graded as Com-
miphora mughul greater than Aegle marmeleos greater than Cynoden dactylon greater than Musa paradisiaca greater than Poly-
gala javana greater than Alphinia officinarum greater than Solafolium.
Author (EI)
Cholesterol; Crystallization; Plants (Botany); Calcification; Esters
R(_ta_onal and _ranslat_(_aa| d_fl_s_on o_"a r(_dl_ke v_r_ in random co_I polymer soh_(_ns
Cush, Randy, Louisiana State Univ., USA; Russo, Paul S.; Kucukyavuz, Zuhal; Bu, Zimei; Neau, David; Shih, Ding; Kucukyavuz,
Savas; Ricks, Holly; Macromolecules; August 25, 1997; ISSN 0024-9297; vol. Volume 30, no. no. 17, pp. 4920-4926; In English;
Copyright; Avail: Issuing Activity
Depolarizeddynamiclightscatteringwasusedtomeasurethetranslationalandrotationaldiffusionoftobaccomosaicvirus
(TMV)indiluteandsemidiluteaqueoussolutionsof dextran.NophaseseparationnoraggregationftheTMVparticlesi
observed.Theapparenttranslationalandrotationaldiffusionratesdecreasedwithaddedextran.Beyond6.5%dextran,failures
ofthecontinuum(Stokes-Einstein)relationbetweendiffusionandviscosityarefound.Temperaturedependentstudiesshowthat
eitherthesolutionorthesolventviscositycandescribetranslationandrotationwellatconcentrationsbelowthetransition.Ener-
giesofactivationfortranslationalandrotationaldiffusionarenotstronglydependentondextranconcentration.
EI
Light Scattering; Viruses; Diffusion; Liquids; Polysaccharides; Composition (Property)
9986g_02028
_._degradat_n of p_ymer_c mater_a_ and adhesive pr_per_es _ff cells _|° micr_wgan_sms
Gumargalieva, K. Z., Russian Acad. of Sciences, Russian Federation; Kalinina, I. G.; Mironova, S. N.; Zaikov, G. E.; Chemical
Physics Reports; 1997; ISSN 1074-1550; vol. 16, no. 4, pp. 665-673; In English; Copyright; Avail: Issuing Activity
Suitability of Fourier-tra_rsform infrared spectroscopy for studying chemical composition of conidial membranes, responsi-
ble for hydrophobic properties of the surface is demonstrated. Hydrophobic properties of conidia, controlling adhesion of microor-
ganisms to solid surfaces and subsequent biodegradation, are predicted based on the obtained ratios of the chemical constituents.
Author (EI)
Chemical Composition; Biodegradation; Membranes; Microorganisms
Freq_e_cy spectr_m_ of the huma_ head-_eck syst:em
Charalambopoulos, A., Inst. of Chemical Engineering and High Temperature Chemical Processes, Greece; Dassios, G.; Fotiadis,
D. I.; Massalas, C. V.; International Journal of Engineering Science; June, 1997; ISSN 0020-7225; vol. 35, no. 8, pp. 753-768;
In English; Copyright; Avail: Issuing Activity
A three-dimensional model of human skull-brain system has been extended to include neck support. The model is based on
the assumption of having a hollow sphere (skull), the behavior of which is described by the elasticity solution, filled with an invis-
cid, irrotational fluid (cerebrospinal fluid), whose motion is described by the wave equation. The neck is approximated by an elas-
tic support which reacts in three dimensions. The problem is solved numerically for the eigenfrequency spectra and the results
obtained are compared with the existing experimental ones showing good agreement. The role of the various system parameters
is also investigated.
Author (EI)
Frequency Distribution; Human Factors Engineering; Models; Frequency Response; Spectrum Analysis; Systems Analysis;
Mathematical Models
Adaptive mu]t_res_)lut_¢_n aaalys_s based ew)ked p_tent_a_ fi]ter_ng
Saatchi, M. R., Sheffield Hallam Univ., UK; Gibson, C.; Rowe, J. W. K.; Alien, E. M.; lEE Proceedings: Science, Measurement
and Technology; July, 1997; ISSN 1350-2344; vol. 144, no. 4, pp. 149-155; In English; Copyright; Avail: Issuing Activity
Evoked potentials (EPs) are electrical activities of the brain synchronised with external stimuli. They have proved valuable
for the understanding of the functioning of the brain and in investigating several brain related disorders. EPs are usually obscured
by the background electroencephalogram (EEG) and thus require appropriate filtering. As the frequency spectra of the EEG and
EPs overlap, the application of deterministic filters on their own is usually inadequate. Synchronised averaging improves the sig-
nal-to-noise ratio; however it inhibits measurement of the important variations which develop from one EP recording or trial to
the next. The presence of these variations also makes an averaged EP a distorted version of an EP which evolves with time. A
novel adaptive filtering algorithm based on the wavelet transform method of multiresolution analysis (MRA) was developed and
was successfully used for single trial recovery of a type of EP known as the contingent negative variation (CNV). Both simulated
and real CNV waveforms' were processed. A technique to evaluate the effectiveness of the developed method was devised and
was used to select the best orthogonal filter among Daubechies, Coifman and Symmlet for the adaptive MRA based filtering opera-
tion. The technique enabled the magnitude of the background EEG to be reduced by a factor of 5 while preserving the main features
of the CNV waveform.
Author (EI)
Image Resolution; Electroencephalography ; Brain; Wavelet Analysis
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i_99g0002_77ResearchInst.ofNationalDefence,AvdelningenfoerHumanvetenskap,Stockholm,Sweden
ArmPaininConnectionwithG-StressduringF|igN,orCenJ:rifugeT s|:sArmsmaertor i Saraband reed hoeg G-Bdast_ing
vial Flvg_H_g eller Cet_fi_gprov: Eekaet_mdie
Linde, L., Research Inst. of National Defence, Sweden; Feb. 1997; 26p; In Swedish
Report No.(s): PB97-164529; FOA-R-97-00422-720-SE; No Copyright; Avail: Issuing Activity (Natl Technical Information Ser-
vice (NTIS)), Microfiche
The purpose of the present study was to survey the occurrence of armpain in connection with high G-exposures during flight
or centrifuge tests among Swedish fighter or test pilots. A questionnaire was sent to a group of 35 Swedish pilots, who had partici-
pated in centrifuge tests between 1990 and 1995 at Brooks Air Force Base. Eighteen respondents declared that they had experi-
enced armpain during flight at one occasion or more. Fourteen claimed that it happened more than three times. The average stated
G-stress for reported flight-related armpaln was lower than the average G-stress-flight reported for centrifuge-related armpaln.
The most frequently mentioned plane type in connection with armpain was Gripen.
NTIS
Test Pilots; Acceleration Tolerance; High Gravity Em'ironments; Pain; Arm (Anatomy)
iOOSO002 _97
_Navitraek _ revolutio_fizes the orthopedic surgery
De Hailer, Emmanuel B., Sulzer Orthopedics Ltd., Switzerland; Lang, Christoph; Sulzer Technical Review; 1997; ISSN
0039-4912; vol. 79, no. 3, pp. 4-5; In English; Copyright; Avail: Issuing Activity
Sulzer Orthopedics Ltd. has developed Navitrack, an absolute world novelty in the field of orthopedic surgery. The new navi-
gation system operates real time in the virtual space and thus offers a level of precision and safety that has never been achieved
so far during the implantation prostheses. The greater the accuracy of the bone preparation and the positioning of the fixation ele-
ments, the longer the success of the operation will be maintained.
EI
Computer Techniques; Surgery; Transplantation; Orthopedics; Virtual Reality; Bones; Prosthetic Devices
19980002353
Nondestructive discrimination of biologkal materials by _ear-infrared Fourier transform Raman spectroscopy a_d ehe-
mometrics: Discriminatio_ among hard and soft ivories of African elephams and mammoth tusks a_d prediction of spe-
ci_?c gravity of the
Shimoyama, Masahiko, Hyogo Prefectural Police Headquarters, Japan; Maeda, Hisashi; Sato, Hidetoshi; Ninomiya, Toshio;
Ozaki, Yukihiro; Applied Spectroscopy; August, 1997; ISSN 0003-7028; vol. 51, no. 8, pp. 1154-1158; In English; Copyright;
Avail: Issuing Activity
This paper demonstrates the usefulness of near-infrared (NIR) Fourier transform (FT) Raman spectroscopy and chemomet-
rics in non-destructive discrimination of biological materials. The discrimination among three kinds of materials - hard ivories,
soft ivories, and mammoth tusks - has been investigated as an example. NIR (1064-nm) excited FT-Raman spectra were measured
in situ for these materials, and principal component analysis (PCA) of the obtained spectra was carried out over the
1800-400-cm(sup -1) region. The two kinds of ivories are clearly discriminated from one another on the basis of a one-factor plot.
It was found that treatment of the Raman data by multiplicative scatter colxection (MSC) greatly improves the ability to discrimi-
nate. Principal component weight loadings show that the discrimination relies upon the ratio of collagen and hydroxyapatite
included in two kinds of ivories. The discrimination among the hard and soft ivories and mammoth tusks was made by a three-fac-
tor plot for FT-Raman spectra after the MSC treatments. Partial least-squares regression (PLSR) enabled us to make a calibration
model which predicts the specific gravity of the hard and soft ivories.
Author (EI)
Analysis (Mathematics); Analytical Chemistry; Density (Mass Volume); Fourier Transformation; Infrared Spectroscopy; Law
(Jurisprudence); Near Infrared Radiation; Principal Components Analysis; Raman Spectroscopy; Biology; Nondestructive
Tests; Regression Analysis
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Includes physiological factors; biological effects of radiation; and effects of weightlessness on man and animals.
19980000244 NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA USA
Water Metabolism and F°luJd Compartme_t Volumes Jn H_mans at AltJ|:udeo A Compe_dJ_m of Research (19114 - 1996)
Chou, J. L., California State Univ., USA; Stad, N. J., California State Univ., USA; Gay, E., California State Univ., USA; West,
G. I., California State Univ., USA; Barnes, P. R., California State Univ., USA; Greenleaf, J. E., NASA Ames Research Center,
USA; Oct. 1997; 122p; In English
Contract(s)/Grant(s): RTOP 199-97-62-13
Report No.(s): NASA-TM-112212; A-977517; NAS 1.15:112212; No Copyright; Avail: CASI; A06, Hardcopy; A02, Microfiche;
Abstracts Only; Abstracts Only
This compendium includes abstracts and synopses of clinical observations and of more basic studies involving physiological
mechanisms concerning interaction of water metabolism and fluid compartment volumes in humans during altitude exposure. If
the author's abstract or summary was appropriate, it was included. In other cases a more detailed synopsis of the paper was pre-
pared under the subheadings Purpose, Methods, Results, and Conclusions. Author and subject indices are provided, plus an addi-
tional selected bibliography of related work of those papers received after the volume was being prepared for publication. This
volume includes material published from 1914 through 1995.
Author
Bibliographies; Abstracts; Metabolism; Physiology
1998_000262 NERAC, Inc., Tolland, CT USA
Positron Emissim_ Tomography: Medical Diag,mstk: Imaging. (Latest cita|:io_s from the [NSPEC Database)
Dec. 1996; In English; Page count unavailable
Report No.(s): PB97-852867; Copyright Waived; Avail: Issuing Activity (Natl Technical Information Service (NTIS)), Micro-
fiche
The bibliography contains citations concerning the development and assessment of positron emission tomography (PET)
used in medical diagnostic imaging. References review the design and performance of PET scanners, detectors, cameras, and mod-
ules. Cardiac scans, brain phantoms, tumor activities, and whole-body images are examined. Topics include image resolution and
reconstruction, medical image processing, 3D PET, transmission and emission scans, emission contamination, attenuation correc-
tion, and patient repositioning errors. (Contains 50-250 citations and includes a subject term index and title list.)
NTIS
Bibliographies; Medical Equipment; Tomography ; Imaging Techniques
I_99S0000268 NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA USA
Aeceleratio_ To|era_ce: E_ct (ff Exereise_ Acceleration "I'raini_g_ Bed Rest and Weightlessness l)ecomtiti(mi_go A Com-
pendium of Research (1950-1996)
Chou, J. L., California State Univ., USA; McKenzie, M. A., California State Univ., USA; Stad, N. J., California State Univ., USA;
Barnes, R R., California State Univ., USA; Jackson, C. G. R., California State Univ., USA; Ghiasvand, F., NASA Ames Research
Center, USA; Greenleaf, J. E., NASA Ames Research Center, USA; Oct. 1997; 52p; In English
Contract(s)/Grant(s): RTOP 199-97-62-13
Report No.(s): NASA-TM-112214; A-978165; NAS 1.15:112214; No Copyright; Avail: CASI; A04, Hardcopy; A01, Microfiche;
Abstracts Only; Abstracts Only
This compendium includes abstracts and annotations of clinical observations and of more basic studies involving physiologi-
cal mechanisms concerning interaction of acceleration, training and deconditioning. If the author's abstract or summary was
appropriate, it was included. In other cases a more detailed annotation of the paper was prepared under the subheadings Purpose,
Methods, Results, and Conclusions. Author and keyword indices are provided, plus an additional selected bibliography of related
work and of those papers received after the volume was prepared for publication. This volume includes material published from
1950-1996.
Author
Acceleration Tolerance; Deconditioning; Physical Exercise; Bed Rest; Weightlessness
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i_99_¢_gff_279 Baylor Coll. of Medicine, Houston, TX USA
The R(_k_ (ff GH/IGF_I Axis in Muscle H(_meosJ:asis _)uriug Weighfless_ess
Schwartz, Robert J., Baylor Coll. of Medicine, USA; 1997; 8p; In English
Contract(s)/Grant(s): NCC9-36
Report No.(s): NASA/CR-97-113063; NAS 1.26:113063; No Copyright; Avail: CASI; A02, Hardcopy; A01, Microfiche
Exposure to reduced gravity during space travel profoundly alters the loads placed on bone and muscle. Astronauts suffer
significant losses of muscle and bone strength during weightlessness. Exercise as a countermeasure is only partially effective in
remedying severe muscle atrophy and bone demineralization. Similar wasting of muscles and bones affects people on Earth during
prolonged bed rest or immobilization due to injury. In the absence of weight bearing activity, atrophy occurs primarily in the
muscles that act in low power, routine movements and in maintaining posture. Hormonal disftmction could contribute in part to
the loss of muscle and bone during spaceflight. Reduced levels of human Growth Hormone (hGH) were found in astronauts during
space flight, as well as reduced GH secretory activity was observed from the anterior pituitary in 7-day space flight rats. Growth
hormone has been shown to be required for maintenance of muscle mass and bone mineralization, in part by mediating the biosyn-
thesis IGF-I, a small polypeptide growth factor. IGF biosynthesis and secretion plays an important role in potentiating muscle cell
differentiation and has been shown to drive the expression of myogenin, a myogenic specific basic helix-loop-helix factor. IGF-I
has also been shown to have an important role in potentiating muscle regeneration, repair and adult muscle hypertrophy.
Author
Growth; Hormones; Hormone Metabolisms; Muscles; Weightlessness
19980_(_282 Texas Univ., Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX USA
R(fle of l)endri_k oCells in Immune Dysfune_io_ FindlCep_rt
Savary, Cherylyn A., Texas Univ., USA; Jun. 30, 1997; 82p; In English
Contract(s)/Grant(s): NCC9-36
Report No.(s): NASA/CR-97-113071; NAS 1.26:113071; No Copyright; Avail: CASI; A05, Hardcopy; A01, Microfiche
Specific aims include: (1) Application of the bioreactor to enhance cytokine-regulated proliferation and maturation of den-
dritic cells (DC); (2) Based on clues from spaceflight: compare the frequency and function of DC in normal donors and immuno-
compromised cancer patients; and (3) Initiate studies on the efficiency of cytokine therapy and DC-assisted immunotherapy (using
bioreactor-expanded DC) in animal models of experimental ftmgal infections.
Derived from text
Infectious Diseases; Bioreactors; Cells (Biology); Cancer
19980{}(_{}293 Baylor Coll. of Medicine, Houston, TX USA
Neoey/_lysis C(_ntributes _o the Anemia of Renal Disease
Rice, Lawrence, Baylor Coll. of Medicine, USA; Alfrey, Clarence P., Baylor Coll. of Medicine, USA; Driscoll, Theda, Baylor
Coll. of Medicine, USA; Whitley, Carl E., Baylor Coll. of Medicine, USA; Hachey, David, Baylor Coll. of Medicine, USA; Suki,
Wadi, Baylor Coll. of Medicine, USA; 1997; 9p; In English
Contract(s)/Grant(s): NCC9-36
Report No.(s): NASA/CR-97-113068; NAS 1.26:113068; No Copyright; Avail: CASI; A02, Hardcopy; A01, Microfiche
Neocytolysis is a recently described physiologic process effecting selective hemolysis of young red blood cells in circum-
stances of plethora. Erythropoietin depression appears to initiate the process, providing rationale to investigate its contributions
to the anemia of renal disease. When erythropoietin therapy was withheld, four of five stable hemodialysis patients demonstrated
Cr-51 red cell survival patterns indicative of neocytolysis; red cell survival was short in the first 9 days, then normalized. Two
of these patients received oral (13)C-glycine and (15)N-glycine and showed pathologic enrichment of stool porphyrins by the most
recently ingested isotope when EPO therapy was held. This confirms selective hemolysis of newly-released red cells. (One patient
had chronic hemolysis by isotope studies of blood and stool.) Thus, neocytolysis can contribute to the anemia of renal disease and
explains some uuresolved issues about such anemia. One implication is the prediction that intravenous bolus erythropoietin ther-
apy is metabolically and economically inefficient compared to lower doses given more frequently subcutaneously.
Author
Hemolysis; Blood Cells; Chromium Isotopes; Erythrocytes; Glycine; Pathology; Anemias; Porphyrins; Blood; Diseases
I_998_0g_0422 Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Inst., Bethesda, MD USA
AFRR_ Reports _bpicag Reporl_ Jan, - Jun. 1997
Aug. 1997; 91p; In English
Report No.(s): AD-A329318; No Copyright; Avail: CASI; A05, Hardcopy; A01, Microfiche
This volume contains AFRRI Scientific Reports SR97-1 through SR97-10 for Jauuary-June 1997. The following topics are
discussed: The antioxidant troiox enchances the oxidation of 1', 7'-dichlorodluorescin to 2', 7'-dichlorofluorescein; Effects of
ondansetron and ICS 205-930 on radiation-induced hypothermia in rats; Regional differences in glial cell modulation of synaptic
transmission; Synthetic trehalose dicorynomycolate (S-TDCM), human behavioral effects and radioprotection; Premature
chromosome condensation assay for biodosimetry, studies with fission-neutrons; Thiol WR-1065 and disulphide WR-33278, two
metabolites of the drug Ethyol (WR-2771), protect DNA against fast neutron-induced strand breakage; Radiomodification by caf-
feine alone and its combitation with phosphorothioates, In vivo mad cell-free studies; MDR1/p-glycoprotein function, (1) Effect
of hypotonicity mad inhibitors on 123 exclusion, mad (2) Effect of hypotonicity mad ilflfibitors on CI(-) efflux and volume regula-
tion; and Effects of nitrogen mustard alone and in combination with ionizating radiation on guanine.
CASI
Radiobiology ; Radiation Protection
iSDg{R}{R}7{}4 Department of Energy, Assistant Secretary for Environment, Safety, and Health, Washington, DC USA
C(_mprehe_sive Epidemio_ogic Da_a Resource
May 1995; 339p; In English
Report No.(s): DOE/EH-0339-Rev-1; DE97-006411; No Copyright; Avail: Issuing Activity (Natl Technical Information Service
(NTIS)), Microfiche
The Department of Energy has established the Comprehensive Epidemiologic Data Resource (CEDR) as a public-use data
base with the goal of broadening independent access to data collected during studies of the health effects of exposure to radiation
and other physical or chemical agents associated with the production of nuclear materials. This catalog is intended for use by any
individual interested in obtaining information about, or access to, CEDR data. This catalog provides information that will help
users identify and request data file sets of interest.
DOE
Data Bases; Personnel; Epidemiology; Data Systems
i19_8{}gR}g_973NERAC, Inc., Tolland, CT USA
Repetitive Molio_, Disorders° (Lalesl citations from the ABI/lnform Database)
Jun. 1997; In English; Page count tmavailable. Supersedes PB96-864061
Report No.(s): PB97-860845; No Copyright; Avail: Issuing Activity (Natl Technical Information Service (NTIS)), Microfiche
The bibliography contains citations concerning repetitive motion disorders in the workplace. Work-related musculoskeletal
disorders, repetitive strain injury, and cumulative trauma disorders and their effects on employee performance and productivity
are discussed. Various policies, guidelines, and programs dealing with this problem are reviewed. Solutions and recommendations
for reducing this risk within various work environments are provided.
NTIS
Human Factors Engineering; Musculoskeletal System; Injuries; Policies; Risk
1998{}{_}127_} Texas Univ., Dept. of Orthopedic Surgery, Houston, TX USA
Predic|:ing Boise Mechalfica! Properties of CanceR_n_s l_one from DXA_ MRL al_d Fracta! Dimel_siolm! Measm'eme_J,s
FD_a! Report
Harrigan, Timothy P., Texas Univ., USA; Ambrose, Catherine G., Texas Univ., USA; Hogan, Harry A., Texas A&M Univ., USA;
Shackleford, Linda, NASA Johnson Space Center, USA; Webster, Laurie, NASA Johnson Space Center, USA; LeBlanc, Adrian,
Baylor Coll. of Medicine, USA; Lin, Chen, Baylor Coll. of Medicine, USA; Evans, Harlan, Baylor Coll. of Medicine, USA; 1997;
6p; In English
Report No.(s): NASA/CR-97-113064; NAS 1.26:113064; No Copyright; Avail: CASI; A02, Hardcopy; A01, Microfiche
This project was aimed at making predictions of bone mechanical properties from non-invasive DXA and MRI measure-
ments. Given the bone mechanical properties, stress calculations can be made to compare normal bone stresses to the stresses
developed in exercise countermeasures against bone loss during space flight. These calculations in turn will be used to assess
8
whethermechanicalf ctorscanexplainbonelossinspace.InthisstudyweassessedtheuseofT2(sup*) MRI imaging, DXA,
and fractal dimensional analysis to predict strength and stiffness in cancellous bone.
Derived from text
Bones; Predictions; Mechanical Properties; Stress Analysis; Dimensional Measurement; Dimensional Analysis
1998_(_H272 Federal Aviation Administration, Medical Div., Fort Worth, TX USA
J_|o_dborl_e Pat:hogens in Aircra_ Accklent Investigafi_m Final gepor_
Salazar, Guillermo J., Federal Aviation Administration, USA; DeJolm, Charles A., Federal Aviation Administration, USA; HaJls-
rote, Ronald W., Federal Aviation Administration, USA; Key, Otis R., Federal Aviation Administration, USA; Nov. 1997; 14p;
In English
Report No.(s): DOT]FAA/AM-97/21; No Copyright; Avail: CASI; A03, Hardcopy; A01, Microfiche
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) amended 29 CFR Part 1910 in 1991 to include regulations
addressing occupational exposure to bloodborne pathogens (BBP). The rule affects all employees who have the potential for occu-
pational exposure to these pathogens. An accident scene presents significant challenges in terms of implementing a program which
was primarily envisioned to affect personnel in "traditional" healthcare delivery facilities; the OSHA requirements now had to
be met in the chaotic, inhospitable, and logistically difficult environment of an aircraft accident site. Unanticipated issues, such
as heat-related conditions, performance of physically demanding work in cumbersome gear, biohazard trash disposal from remote
sites, and a host of other problems had to be dealt with. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), in close cooperation with
other Federal agencies, developed a training and administrative program to meet the requirements of the OSHA BBP rule as it
relates to the unique environment of an aircraft accident site. The program has been implemented and successfully tested under
actual field conditions at the sites of several major aviation accidents that have occurred recently. This article provides observa-
tions on the FANs program and lessons learned from its implementation.
Author
Safety; Aircraft Accidents; Pathogens; Health; Regulations; Education
i_99,gg_0g_289 National Inst. for Occupational Safety and Health, Cincinnati, OH USA
M_scu|oske|etM Diso_'ders a_d W_rkp_ace Fact_rs: A C_'it_cM Review _ff Epidemi_|ogic Evidence I'o_"W_rk_Re_a__ed D_s-
(_rders (ff the Neck_ Upper E×tremities_ and Low Back
Bernard, B. P., National Inst. for Occupational Safety and Health, USA; Jul. 1997; 593p; In English
Report No.(s): PB97-178628; DHHS/PUB/NIOSH-97-141; No Copyright; Avail: CASI; A25, Hardcopy; A06, Microfiche
The term MusculoSkeletal Disorders (MSDs) refers to conditions that involve the nerves, tendons, muscles, and supporting
structures of the body. The purpose of the NIOSH document is to examine the epidemiologic evidence of the relationship between
selected MSDs of the upper extremity and the low back and exposure to physical factors at work. Specific attention is given to
analyzing the weight of the evidence for the strength of the association between these disorders and work forces. Because the rela-
tionship between exposure to physical work factors and the development and prognosis of a particular disorder may be modified
by psychosocial factors, the literature about psychosocial factors and the presence of musculoskeletal symptoms or disorders is
also reviewed. Understanding these associations and relating them to the cause of disease is critical for identifying exposures ame-
nable to preventive and therapeutic interventions.
NTIS
Disorders; Physical Factors; Musculoskeletal System; Workloads (Psychophysiology); Enviromnent Management
i_99,g0f_01299 Texas Univ., Dept. of Kinesiology and Health Education, Austin, TX USA
Efl'ects o_" Acute a_d Pr_hmged _H_mete_ _ Wave _ad_afion Exp_,s_e Upon C_r_ea_ Endothel_a| _¢_o_'phoh_gy Finag
Report, ,[an, _Dee. 1989
Farrar, Roger P., Texas Univ., USA; Diller, Kenneth R., Texas Univ., USA; Rylander, H. G., Texas Univ., USA; Jun. 1990; 151p;
In English
Contract(s)/Grant(s): F33615-87-D-0627; AF Proj. 7757
Report No.(s): AD-A327025; USAFSAM-TR-90-8; No Copyright; Avail: CASI; A08, Hardcopy; A02, Microfiche
The purpose of t his research was determine the injury threshold to the endothelium of the eye upon exposure to 35 GHz micro-
wave radiation. The criterion for injury was defined as a statistically significant increase in mean cell area of the endothelial cell
of the cornea. The experiments were conducted at the microwave radiation facility at Brooks AFB, TX. Four cats were each
exposed to 10 mW/sq cm for 2 hours/day on alternative days, over a period of 2 weeks, for a total of 6 exposures per cat (12 hours
of total exposure per cat). When the digitized images of the endothelial cells, obtained by noncontact specular microscopy, were
examined and compared to that of control cats, no change in mean cell area of the endothelium of the exposed eye was detected.
Fouradditionalcatswerexposedto 100mW]sqcmfor2hoursperdayonalternativedaysoveraperiodof2weeksforatotal
of12hoursofexposurep rcat.Inalikemaunerthedigitizedimagesoftheendothelialcellswerecomparedtothoseofcontrol
cats.Nochangesinthemeancellsizeoftheendothelialcellsweredetected,eitherimmediatelyorupto2weeksafterthelast
exposure.Theoriginalprotocolwastoincreasetheenergydepositiontotheeyeto500and1000mW/sqcmandsubsequently
determinethethresholdofdamagetotheendotheliumoftheeye.Wewereunabletoincreasetheenergydepositiontothecat
becauseafocusinglensforthemicrowavegeneratorisstillbeingdevelopedfortheradiofrequency(RF)facilityatBrooksAir
ForceBase.ThedosimetryconductedonsiteindicatedthathecatswouldreceivetoomuchoverallRFradiationtoallowusto
attributedamagetotheendotheliumoftheeyesolelytothemicrowaveeffectsuponthecornea.Therefore,thethresholdofdamage
totheendotheliumofthecorneainducedbyRFradiation,asevaluatedbychangeinmeancellareaoftheendothelialcells,isabove
100mW/sqcm.
DTIC
Cornea; Endothelium; Eye (Anatomy); Microwaves; Electromagnetic Radiation; Exposure; Injuries
:_99,g@@_2_57 Alabama Univ., Div. of Clinical Immunology and Rheumatology, Birmingham, AL USA
Cartilage _arker De_ec_i_n in "I)_aurna_ic Knee Injury Fb_al Report, 1 ,j_no 19_3 - 31 ()c_o 1996
Gay, R., Alabama Univ., USA; Everson, M. E, Alabama Univ., USA; Apr. 12, 1997; 68p; In English
Contract(s)/Grant(s): R49-CCR-408845
Report No.(s): PB97-161095; No Copyright; Avail: CASI; A04, Hardcopy; A01, Microfiche
This investigator proposes to develop a sensitive and comprehensive immunoassay for the detection of collagen type 2 in
synovial fluid of patients with traumatic knee injury. It is anticipated that there will be correlation between the presence and level
of collagen 2 in synovial fluid and the extent of traumatic cartilage damage. This proposal will not only facilitate the development
of a diagnostic test to evaluate and monitor traumatic knee injury, but will also test the hypothesis that release of collagen type
2 into the synovial fluid may induce the local production of autoantibodies to collagen type 2 and initiate post-traumatic arthritis.
NTIS
Injuries; Knee (Anatomy); Cartilage; Immunoassay; Collagens; Body Fluids
:lggg@@6215g Michigan State Univ., East Lansing, MI USA
I_i_ry _o Articular Cartilage F'oHowing B_unt ]impact Final Repor_i 1 J_o 1992 : 31 May 1995
Hant, R. C., Michigan State Univ., USA; DeCamp, C., Michigan State Univ., USA; Altiero, N., Michigan State Univ., USA; Apr.
12, 1997; 30p; In English
Contract(s)/Grant(s): R49-CCR-503607
Report No.(s): PB97-161129; No Copyright; Avail: CASI; A03, Hardcopy; A01, Microfiche
It is likely that articular cartilage can be damaged without bone fracture. Histochemical, mechanical, and magnetic resonance
spectroscopy will be utilized to study the effect of graduated impact levels on the patello-femoral joint of rabbit preparation. The
model will be further refined so that protection criteria can be developed and applied in sports medicine, industrial safety, and
automotive safety.
NTIS
Injuries; Cartilage; Tolerances (Physiology); Spectroscopic Analysis; Models
:l_)gg@@62[59 Duke Univ., Dept. of Biomedical Engineering, Durham, NC USA
J_iornech_nica| Aspects of Spi_m! Trauma Final Report_ l Jun_ 1993 - 31 A_g_ 1996
Myers, B. S., Duke Univ., USA; Apr. 12, 1997; 18p; In English
Contract(s)/Grant(s): R49-CCR-402396
Report No.(s): PB97-161145; No Copyright; Avail: CASI; A03, Hardcopy; A01, Microfiche
The goal of this project is to provide qualitative biomechaafical information about the geometry, stiffness, energy absorbing
capabilities and failure modes of intact cervical and lumbar spines and their component structures. Studies are planned to test sev-
eral hypotheses. The long term objectives of this work are to reduce the incidence mad consequences of neck injuries. These will
be accomplished by performing several experimental and computational studies designed to improve understanding of neck injury
tolerance: to develop tools which can be used to test new neck injury prevention devices, to use these tools to optimize the design
of neck injury protection, and to use a cadaveric injtu'y model to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy of MRI in detecting low Abbrevi-
ated Injury Scale Intervertebral disc injuries.
NTIS
Back Injuries; Biodynamics; Spine
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BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
Includes psychological factors; individual and group behavior, crew training and evaluation; and psychiatric research.
19_98_45] Institute for Human Factors TNO, Soesterberg, Netherlands
Perfermance Measures fi_r Team 3Yainh_g in a DIS E_vironme_t_ A LiJ.era_ure Review b_terim Report Pre,_mdemate_ wor
Teamgraining in een DL%Omge ring: Een Lit er_uurstudie
Riemersma, J. B. J., Institute for Human Factors TNO, Netherlands; Mooij, A., Institute for Human Factors TNO, Netherlands;
Jul. 02, 1997; 38p; In Dutch
Contract(s)/Grant(s): A96/KL/354
Report No.(s): TM-97-A049; TD97-0225; Copyright; Avail: Issuing Activity (TNO Human Factors Research Inst., Kampweg
5, 3769 De Soesterberg, Netherlands), Hardcopy, Microfiche
In this literature review the question is answered whether and in which way performance measures can be developed for team
training purposes in networked simulator environments. For this purpose, developments in the areas of networked simulation,
collective training and exercising of teams, and present use of performance-measuring systems are described. It is shown that
development and effective use of performance measures for the enhancement of training resuks is possible when the training is
structured and is aimed at explicitly formulated training objectives.
Author
Education; Teams; Augmentation; Physical Exercise; Performance Tests
54
MAN/SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY AND LIFE SUPPORT
Includes human engineering; biotechnology; and space suits and protective clothing. For related information see also 16 Space
Transportation.
iL99801_(_I_(_54NERAC, Inc., Tolland, CT USA
Man-machi_e Interface Systems, (Latest citati(ms l¥om the INSPEC Database)
Apr. 1997; In English; Page count unavailable. Supersedes PB96-857321
Report No.(s): PB97-858153; Copyright Waived; Avail: Issuing Activity (Natl Technical Information Service (NTIS)), Micro-
fiche
The bibliography contains citations concerning the theory and applications of man-machine system technologies. Develop-
ment and validation tools are described. Cognitive and psychological effects of man-machine interfaces are discussed. The impor-
tance of reliable, fail-safe design is emphasized. Applications include mobile robots and manipulators, control of prosthetic
devices, nuclear power plant control systems, manufacturing and process controls, and aircraft cockpits.(Contains 50-250 cita-
tions and includes a subject term index and title list.)
NTIS
Bibliographies; Man Machine Systems; Robots
i_998e¢_¢_¢_¢_69Technische Univ., Tele-Informatics and Open Systems Group, Twente, Netherlands
Ma_-Mach_e I_teract_o_. Back _o _._as_cs? The Command Li_e Ce_cep_ Reviewed: T_,_'_IO F_nal _eport
Bouwens, P. J., Hollandse Signaalapparaten N.V., Netherlands; Nov. 14, 1996; ISSN 1381-3625; 68p; In English
Report No.(s): PB97-190292; CTIT-TR-96-47; Copyright Waived; Avail: CASI; A04, Hardcopy; A01, Microfiche
In an environment where information is important, great care must be taken to ensure that no information is lost. At Signaal,
systems present (among others) radar information. After reading some literature mad talking to some people, the authors came to
the conclusion that the old-fashioned command line as they know it in UNIX systems for example, is a good way to interact in
the case of the Signaal systems. Since the old fashioned command line, on its own, is not something to get away with for a designers
course, features that would, among others, improve the user friendliness, error sensitivity, and input speed, were proposed. This
resulted in a formal specification and a first prototype of a COmmand Line Tool (or COLT). This COLT can be integrated with
existing programs.
NTIS
Command and Control; Human-Computer Interface; Data Systems; Display Devices
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i199g1_000267 Texas Woman's Univ., Houston, TX USA
Applying Space Tec_mol_gy _o Enhance C(mtro_ _ff an Art_|_e_al Arm
Atkins, Diane, Texas Woman's Univ., USA; Donovan, William H., Texas Woman's Univ., USA; Novy, Mara, Texas Woman's
Univ., USA; Abramczyk, Robert, Texas Woman's Univ., USA; [1997]; 6p; In English
Contract(s)/Grant(s): NCC9-36
Report No.(s): NASA/CR-97-113069; NAS 1.26:113069; No Copyright; Avail: CASI; A02, Hardcopy; A01, Microfiche
At the present time, myoelectric prostheses perform only one function of the hand: open and close with the thumb, index and
middle finger coming together to grasp various shaped objects, to better understand the limitations of the current single-function
prostheses and the needs of the individuals who use them, The Institute for Rehabilitation and Research (TIRR), sponsored by
the National Institutes of Health (August 1992 - November 1994), surveyed approximately 2500 individuals with upper limb loss.
When asked to identify specific features of their current electric prosthesis that needed improvement, the survey respondents over-
whelmingly identified the lack of wrist and finger movement as well as poor control capability. Simply building a mechanism with
individual finger and wrist motion is not enough. Individuals with upper limb loss tend to reject prostheses that require continuous
visual monitoring and concentration to control. Robotics researchers at NASA's Johnson Space Center (JSC) and Rice University
have made substantial progress in myoelectric teleoperation. A myoelectric teleoperation system translates signals generated by
an able-bodied robot operator's muscles during hand motions into commands that drive a robot's hand through identical motions.
Farry's early work in myoelectric teleoperation used variations over time in the myoelectric spectrum as inputs to neural networks
to discriminate grasp types and thumb motions. The resulting schemes yielded up to 93% correct classification on thumb motions.
More recently, Fernandez achieved 100% correct non-realtime classification of thumb abduction, extension, and flexion on the
same myoelectric data. Fernandez used genetic programming to develop functions that discriminate between thumb motions using
myoelectric signal parameters. Genetic programming (GP) is an evolutionary programming method where the computer can
modify the discriminating functions' form to improve its performance, not just adjust numerical coefficients or weights. Although
the function development may require much computational time and many training cases, the resulting discrimination functions
can run in realtime on modest computers. These results suggest that myoelectric signals might be a feasible teleoperation medium,
allowing an operator to use his or her own hand and arm as a master to intuitively control an anthropomorphic robot in a remote
location such as outer space.
Derived from text
Aerospace Engineering; Controllability; Robotics; Real Time Operation; Human Body; Position (Location); Neural Nets
1998_)_56_ NERAC, Inc., Tolland, CT USA
Vide() Display Terminals: Operator Protecti(m and Ergo_mmicso (Latest cita|:io_s from The Comp_ter Database)
Jun. 1997; In English; Page count tmavailable. Supersedes PB96-864145
Report No.(s): PB97-860910; No Copyright; Avail: Issuing Activity (Natl Technical Information Service (NTIS)), Microfiche
The bibliography contains citations concerning video display terminal ergonomics with the emphasis on operator health and
productivity. Health effects include posture and vision, radiation, and general occupational stress. Productivity improvement
resulting from terminal, keyboard, and workplace design is also examined. Some citations pertain to the emotional stress and psy-
chological effects related to office automation. Proposed laws pertaining to video display terminals and operator health are refer-
enced.
NTIS
Stress (Psychology); Psychological Effects; Office Automation; Human Factors Engineering; Emotional Factors; Display
Devices
i_99N_(_(_(_569 Research Inst. of National Defence, Avdelningen foer Humanvetenskap, Stockholm, Sweden
Air Monitoring Onboard the Got]and Submarine L_ftprover Ombord Ubae_en Gotland
Loncar, M., Research Inst. of National Defence, Sweden; Jan. 1997; 108p; In Swedish
Report No.(s): PB97-173710; FOA-R-97-00403-720-SE; No Copyright; Avail: Issuing Activity (Natl Technical Information Ser-
vice (NTIS)), Microfiche
At the request of PTK Gtd, air monitoring tests have been performed with a monitor developed at FOA Naval Medicine Divi-
sion. Retrospective air analysis has also been performed on air samples adsorbed on adsorption tubes. High concentrations of car-
bon dioxide were indicated during the first trials. No high concentrations of other pollutants have been indicated. The
concentrations are below the maximum permissible concentrations for industrial work. Routines for calibration of the internal
12
gasmonitoringsystemshouldbeintroduced.Aninstrumentformeasuringcarbonmonoxideisrecommendedfortheinternalgas
monitoringsystem.
NTIS
Enviromnenml Monitoring; Gas Analysis; Air Sampling; Air Quality
199g_{_0{_572 NERAC, Inc., Tolland, CT USA
Helmets _Used [or Sports Protec_tion. (Latest citations _'rom the U.S. Patent _iW_<_graphie Fi_e with E×emplary C_aims)
Jun. 1997; In English; Page count tmavailable. Supersedes PB96-g64285
Report No.(s): PB97-g60936; No Copyright; Avail: Issuing Activity (Natl Technical Information Service (NTIS)), Microfiche
The bibliography contains citations of selected patents issued for helmets worn while participating in sports, or while motor-
cycling or driving. Citations cover the design and manufacture of helmets, goggles, and facemasks. Radios, radar detectors, and
lighting devices built into helmets are also discussed. Occupational headgear is discussed in a separate bibliography.
NTIS
Radio Equipment; Protective Clothing; Helmets; Goggles
1998{}{_{}{_618Fakespace, Inc., Mountain View, CA USA
A Hybrid Immersive/Non:_mmersive Virtual EnvJrolm_ent W_rkstafi_m
1997; 8p; In English
Contract(s)/Grant(s): N96-057
Report No.(s): AD-A329301; Rept-97253; No Copyright; Avail: CASI; A02, Hardcopy; A01, Microfiche
The accurate representation of maps and other symbology by the virtual environment is required so that decisions based on
insights gained from using the system can be made with confidence. The presentation of virtual environments with immersive
display technologies such as head mounted displays have been studied in some detail as evidenced by the research done by NASA,
UNC, MIT and other institutions. The evaluation of Non-Immersive stereoscopic interfaces is less well developed as the technol-
ogy is relatively new.
DTIC
Workstations; Display Devices
1998_}{_I}111}7NERAC, Inc., Tolland, CT USA
Protective Clothing, Survival Aivcra_ and Combat EnvironmenIs: Latest Citations I'rom Ihe NTIS J{ibliographic
Database
Jan. 1997; In English
Report No.(s): PB97-854418; Copyright Waived; Avail: Issuing Activity (Natl Technical Information Service (NTIS)), Micro-
fiche
The bibliography contains citations concerning design, testing, and evaluation of protective apparel for use by military per-
sonnel in combat, and by others exposed to hazardous conditions and environments. Protection from chemicals, fire, heat, cold,
explosion, and laser radiation is discussed.(Contains 50-250 citations and includes a subject term index and title list.)
NTIS
Bibliographies; Protective Clothing
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